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CMOS0.1dBStep Attenuator

FEATURES
Dynamic Range: 0 to 19.9dB Plus Full Muting
Resolution: O.1dB
2 1/2 Digit BCD Input Coding
On-Chip Data latches
Full %25V Input Range
low Distortion and Noise
latch-Up Free (No Protection Schottky Required)
TTl Compatible

APPLICATIONS
Audio Attenuators
Function Generators
Test Equipment
Digitally Controlled AGC Systems

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The AD7115 is a digitally programmable attenuator which at-
tenuates an analog input signal over the range 0 to -19.9dB in
O.ldB steps.

The degree of attenuation is controlled by a 2 1/2digit BCD coded
input word which is latched into on-chip data latches using
microprocessor compatible control signals WR, LBEN and
HBEN. Operating frequency range of the device is from dc to
several hundred kHz.

The device is packaged in an 18-pin dual-in-line plastic, cerdip
or ceramic package.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. High resolution O.ldB steps from 0 to 19.9dB with step ac-

curacies better than:t O.O4dBallow precision attenuators and
other special purpose function generators to be built at low
cost.

2. A resolution of O.ldB is equivalent to step sizes of 1% of read-
mg.

3. The 2 1/2 digit BCD input code can be loaded into the on-chip
latches in one WRITE operation. Alternatively, for use with
an 8-bit data bus, data can be loaded in two WRITE operations
by using byte enable signals HBEN and LBEN.

4. The AD7115 can be used in series with standard attenuator

blocks to position its attenuation range as required, e.g., - 40dB
to - 60dB in O.ldB steps.

5. Analog input signal can be up to :t25V with VDD = +5V.

Information furnished by Analog Devices is believed to be accurate
and reliable. However, no responsibility is assumed by Analog Devices
for its use; nor for any infringements of patents or other rights of third
parties which may result from its use. No license is granted by implica-
tion or otherwise under any patent or patent rights of Analog Devices.
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..
SPECIFICATI0NS(Yoo= +5V, VIM= -10Vdc, VPINI= VPIN2= OV,outputamplifierAD544exceptwherestated)

NOTES

'Temperature range as follows: KNVersion;Oto + 70"<:
BQVersion; -25°C to + 85°C
TD Version; - 55°C to + 125°C

'Sample tested at + 25°C to ensure compliance.

Specifications subject to change without notice.

ACPERFORMANCECHARACTERISTICS
Thesecharacteristicsareincludedfordesignguidanceonlyandarenotsubjecttotest
Voo= +5V, VIM= -10V dc except where stated, VPINI= VPIN2 = OV, outputamplifierAD544exceptwherestated.

NOTES

I Fc"<.-dthroughmay be further reduced by grounding the metal lid on the suffIXD package,

Specifications subj""t to change without notice.
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TA=
Parameter TA = +25°C Tm;", Tmax Units Conditions/Comments

NOMINAL RESOLUTION 0.1 0.1 dB Full range is from 0 to 19.9dB. A resolUtion of
O.ldB is equivalent to steps of 1% of Reading

ACCURACY RELATIVE TO
OdB ATTENUA nON :!:0.04 I :!:O.OS dB max Accuracy is measured using circuit of Figure 4

and excludes any gain error effects due to mis-
match between RFB and the R-2R ladder circuit.

GAIN ERROR (at OdB) :!:O.I :!:0.12 dBmax Typical gain changeover 100°C range is :!:O.OldB

INPUT RESISTANCE

V'N(pin 17), RFB(pin 18) 7/11/18 7/11/18 kH min/typ/max

DIGITAL INPUTS

VIM(InpUt High Voltage) 2.4 2.4 Vmin

V,dlnpUt Low Voltage) 0.8 0.8 Vmax

InpUt Leakage Current :!:I :!:IO fLArnax DigitalInpUts = VooorOV
SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS2

tWR 600

i

800 nsmin Write Pulse Width. See Figure I.
tos 170 250 nsmin Data Valid to Write SetUp Time
tOH 10 10 nsmin Data Valid to Write Hold Time

tENS 0 0 nsmin Byte Enable to Write SetUp Time
tENH 0 0 nsmin Byte Enable to Write Hold Time

tRFSH 4 6 j.Lsmin Refresh Time

POWER SUPPLY

Voo +5 +5 V

100 4 4 mA max Digital InpUts = V1HorV1L, See Figure 10.

TA=
Parameter TA = +2SOC Tm;.., Tmax Units Conditions/Comments

DC SUPPLY REJECTION
AGAIN/AVoD 0.0066 0.033 dB per V max AVDD = +O.SV InpUt Code = 00.0 BCD

PROPAGATION DELAY 5 7 j.LSmax Full Scale Change Measured from WR going
HIGH,LBEN = HBEN = OV.See
defmitions on next na"e.

DIGITAL TO ANALOG CHARGE

INJECTION, QDA 600 - nV secs typ Measured with ADLH0032CG as outpUt
Iamplifier for inpUt code transition

00.0 BCD to Full Mute Code.

SeeFigure4,CI = OpF.
OUTPUT CAPACITANCE, PIN I ISO ISO pF max For 00.0 inpUt code. OUtpUt capacitance is

code dependent and decreases with
increasmg attenual1on.

FEEDTHROUGH AT IkHzt -92 -68 dB max Feedthrough is also determined by circuit
-% -76 dB typ layoUt (see Figure 5).

TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION -91 -91 dBtyp V'N = 6Vrmsat 1kHz

OUPUT NOISE VOLTAGE DENSITY 70 70 nV/Yfutyp Includes ADS44 amplifier noise.
From 20Hz to 20kHz....--- .,------ -------, -.- ._-----

SIGNAL INPUT CAPACITANCE

V'N(pin 17), RFR(pin 18) 10 10 pF max

DIGITAL INPUT CAPACITANCE

Control InpUt 10 10 pFmax
Data InpUt 5 5 pF-----
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS*
(T A = + 25OCunless otherwise noted)

VootoDGND +7V
VINtoAGND :t3SV
VRFBtoAGND :t3SV
Digital Input Voltage to DGND -O.3V to Voo
Output Voltage (Pin 1) to AGND . . . . . .: -O.3V to VOD
AGNDtoDGND OtoVoo
DGNDtoAGND OtoVoo
Power Dissipation (Package)

Plastic (suffIXN)
To + 70°C """""""""" 670mW
Deratesabove+ 70°Cby . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.3mWrC

0_--

Ceramic (Suffix D) or Cerdip (SuffIXQ)
To+7SoC 4S0mW
Deratesabove+ 7SoCby . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6mWrC

OperatingTernperature Range
CommercialPlastic (KN Version) 0 to + 70°C
Industrial Cerdip (BQ Version) - 2SoCto + 8S0C
Military Ceramic(TD Version) . . . . . . - SsoCto + 12SoC

StorageTemperature. . . . . . . . . . . . - 6SoC to + ISO°C
Lead Temperature (Soldering, 10secs.) . . . . . . .. + 300°C

*Stress above those listed under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent
damage to the device. This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device
at these or any other condition above those indicated in the operational sections of this
specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maximum rating conditions for ex-
tended periods may affect device reliability.

CAUTION:
ESD (Electro-Static-Discharge) sensitive device. The digital control inputs are zener protected;
however, permanent damage may occur on unconnected devices subjected to high energy electrosta-
tic fields. Unused .devices must be stored in conductive foam or shunts. The foam should be dis-
charged to the destination socket before devices are removed.

WARNINGI
~'0
~TEI~o'~ .Eso sO'slT IVE 0 1 VICE

~

TERMINOLOGY

t

Resolution: Nominal change in attenuation when moving between
two adjacent codes.

Monotonicity: The device is monotonic if the analog output de-
creases (or remains constant) as the digital code (attenuation set-
ting) increases.

Feedthrough Error: That portion of the input signal which reaches
the output when the DAC is muted. See section on Dynamic
Performance.

Output Leakage Current: Current which appears on the lOUT
terminal when the DAC is muted.

t

Total Harmonic Distortion: A measure of the harmonics in-

troduced by the circuit when a pure sinusoid is applied to the
input. It is expressed as the harmonic energy divided by the
fundamental energy at the output.

Gain Error: Gain Error is due to mismatch between RFB and the
R-2R ladder circuit and is a constant percentage of reading (i.e.

constant dB offset) over the entire code range. Gain error can be
trimmed to zero.

Accuracy: The difference (measured in dB) between the ideal
transfer function and the actual transfer function as measured
with the device after calibration for OdB gain error.

Output Capacitance: Capacitance from lOUT to ground.

Digital to Analog Charge Injection (QDA): The amount of charge
injected from the digital inputs to the analog output when the
inputs change state. This is normally specified as the area of the
glitch in either pA-Secs or nY-Sees depending upon whether the
glitch is measured as a current or voltage signal. QDA is measured
with VIN = AGND.

Propagation Delay: This is a measure of the internal delays of
the circuit and is defined as the time from a digital input change
to the analog output current reaching 90% of its final value.

ORDERING INFORMATION

J
Relative

Accuracy
T min to T max

Temperature Range and Package

I
'
Gain Error I Plastic I Cerdipl ICeramic
TA = + 25°C , Oto + 70°C -25°C to +85°CI -55°C to + 125°C
-- .-. .-- ~ .

I :to.ldB , A.?!l1SKN AD711SBQ [AD711STD
:t O.OSdB

--
NOTE:

IAnalog Devices reserves the right to ship ceramic packages in lieu of Cerdip packages.

8
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

The AD7115 consists of a 12-bit R-2R CMOS multiplying D/A
converter with extensive digital logic. The logic translates the
2 1/2 digit BCD input code into a 12-bit word which is used to
drive the D/A converter. Input data is loaded into the input latches
under the control of WR (WRITE) and byte enable signals LBEN
(LOW BYTE ENABLE) and HBEN (HIGH BYTE ENABLE).
The rising edge of WR latches the input data. See Figure 1 for
the data loading waveforms using an 8-bit data bus.

DATA 07-00 3't=>1

I1NSr
LBEN~

08 =t=3'ti 07-00 F
rr

s I t'NS t'NN I

-1- ~tw. I tDN~ I k w.

HBEN

WR

NOTES:
1. ALLINPUTSIGNALRISEANDFALLTIMESMEASUREDFROM

10%TO90%OFVDD,VDD= +5V.t,=.. = 20"s.

2. TIMINGMEASUREMENTREFERENCELEVELIS~

Figure 1. Data Loading Waveforms with 8-Bit Data Bus

In applications where the input data bus is at least nine bits wide
LBEN and HBEN can be exercised together to load new data in
one write operation. For 8-bit data bus applications two write
operations are required to load completely new data into the
AD7115. Table 1 shows the data loading truth table.

AD7115 Control Inputs

WL- HBEN_~~.~-
I X X

X I

S 0
-.r I

AD7115Operation

1

0

0 Operation

ad HIGH Byte---~-
Load LOW Byte and
Update DAC Register

Load HIGH and LOW Byte
and Update DAC Register

-.r 0 0

NOTES
I. X indicates"don't care"states.
2...s- indicatesLOWto HIGH transition.

Table 1. Data Loading Truth Table

Note that HBEN and WR simply load D8 data into the input
latch whereas LBEN and WR load D7-DO into the input latch
and on the rising edge of WR updates the DAC register with the
input latch contents (D8-DO) approximately Sf.LSlater. Thus the
proper sequence for loading completely new data into the AD711S
from an 8-bit bus is a high byte load followed by a low byte load.
After any low byte load operation a minimum time is required
for the data to propagate through the decoder before another low
byte load operation is attempted. This time is the refresh time,
tRFSH,of Figure 1.

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT ANALYSIS
Figure 2 shows a simplified circuit of the D/A converter section
of the AD711S and Figure 3 gives an approximate equivalent
circuit.

..
The current source ILEAKAGEis composed of surface and junction
leakages and as with most semiconductor devices, approximately
doubles every 10°C- see Figure 12. The resistor Ro as shown
in Figure 3 is the equivalent output resistance of the device which
varies with input code from 0.8R to 2R. R is typically Ilk-f!. COOT
is the capacitance due to the current steering switches SI to SI2
and varies from about 40pF to ISOpF depending upon the digital
input. For further information on CMOS multiplying D/A con-
verters refer to "Application Guide to CMOS Multiplying D/A
Converters" which is available from Analog Devices, Inc., Pub-
lication Number G479-IS-8/78.

8

V,N R R R

2R 2R 2R 2R 2R

S12

RF8

loUT

AGND

SWITCH DRIVERS

Figure 2. Simplified D/A Circuit of AD7115

8
RF8

loUT

GoUT

AGND

g(V'N. N) IS THE THEVENIN EQUIVALENT VOLTAGE GENERATOR
DUE TO THE INPUT VOLTAGE V",. THE BCD ATTENUATION
FACTOR N AND THE TRANSFER FUNCTION OF THE R 2R LADDER.

Figure 3. Equivalent Analog Output Circuit of AD7115

8
TYPICAL CIRCUIT CONFIGURATION

Figure 4 shows the AD71IS in a typical circuit configuration with
an ADS44. The transfer function for this circuit is given by:

(
O.IN

)Vo = -V'N 10 exp - 20
Where 0.1 is the step size (resolution) in dB and
N is the BCD input code, 0 to 199.

Note that a number of non-BCD codes exist which allow the user
to mute the output, i.e., to achieve infinite attenuation. The basic
mute code is XXOXXIIII for D8 to DO respectively where X is
a "don't care" input.

8
For example, 000001111 is one such suitable code.

V'N

Voo

WR

HBEN

LBEN

'SEE STATIC ACCURACY SECTION

8
Figure 4. Typical Circuit Configuration

- ------
-4-
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DATA CHANGE FROM 10.0 BCD TO 00.0 BCD

8
DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE

The dynamic performance of the AD71lS will depend upon the
gain and phase characteristics of the output amplifier, together
with the optimum choice of PC board layout and decoupling
components. Figure 5 shows a printed circuit layout which
minimizes feedthrough from VIN to the output in multiplying
applications. Circuit layout is most important if the optimum
performance of the AD71lS is to be achieved. Most application
problems stem from poor layout, grounding errors, or inappro-
priate choice of amplifier.

8

y 0 V

J

- Op.AMP6 0";- PIN 1

OUTPUT

INPUT- - ~ AGN"'-

Voo . -,.--------

DGND-- DIGITALINPUTS----
lAYOUT SHOWS COPPER SIDE (;.e.. BOTTOM VIEW)
GAIN TRIM RESISTORS RI AND R2 OF FIGURE 1
ARE NOT INCLUDED.

8
Figure 5. Suggested Layout for AD7115 and Op-Amp
(Not to Scale)

It is recommended that when using the AD711S with a high speed
amplifier, a capacitor (Cl) be connected in the feedback path as
shown in Figure 4. This capacitor, which should be between 20pF
and SOpF, compensates for the phase lag introduced by the output
capacitance of the DIA converter. Figures 6 and 7 show the per-
formance of the AD71lS using the ADSI7, a fully compensated
high gain superbeta amplifier, and the ADS44, a fast FET input

8

CI = 47pF

WR

CI = OpF

...

Figure 6." Response of AD7115 with AD517

WR

5vl 5~ ~ I! I
; ; I_"..I ~ I o! i i o

VOUT.............
'0 no

CI = OpF

8 CI = 47pFVOUT

DATA CHANGE FROM 10.0 BCD TO 00.0 BCD

Figure 7. Response of AD7115 with AD544

amplifier. The performance without Cl is shown in the middle
trace and the response with Cl in circuit is shown in the bottom
trace.

For operation beyond 250kHz, capacitor Cl may be reduced in
value. This gives an increase in bandwidth at the expense of a
poorer transient response as shown in Figures 7 and 11. In circuits
when Cl is not included, the high frequency roll-off point is primar-
ily determined by the characteristics of the output amplifier and
not the AD71lS.

Feedthrough and absolute accuracy are sensitive to output leakage
current effects. For this reason it is recommended that the operat-
ing temperature of the AD711S be kept as close to 25°Cas is practi-
cally possible, particularly where the device's performance at high
attenuation levels is important. A typical plot of leakage current
vs. temperature is shown in Figure 12.

Some solder fluxes and cleaning materials can form slightly con-
ductive films which cause leakage effects between analog input
and output. The user is cautioned to ensure that the manufacturing
process for circuits using the AD71lS does not allow such films
to form. Otherwise the feedthrough, accuracy and maximum usable
range will be affected.

STATIC ACCURACY PERFORMANCE

The choice of output amplifier will be strongly influenced by the
absolute attenuation range over which the AD711S is to operate,
e.g., from 0 to -20dB, -20dB to -40dB, -40dB to -60dB,
etc. To obtain optimum static performance from the device (espe-
cially at high absolute attenuation levels as shown for Figure 8),
it is necessary to play close attention to amplifier selection, circuit
grounding, etc.

Amplifier input bias current results in a dc offset at the output
of the amplifier due to the current flowing through the feedback
resistor RFB' It is recommended that an amplifier with an input
bias current of less than lOnA be used (e.g., ADSl7 or ADS44)
to minimize this offset.

Another error arises from the output amplifier's input offset vol-
tage. The amplifier is operated with a fixed feedback resistance,
but the equivalent source impedance (the AD711S output impe-
dance) varies as a function of attenuation level. This has the effect
of varying the "noise" gain of the amplifier, thus creating a varying
error due to amplifier offset voltage. It is recommended that an
amplifier with less than SOILV of input offset be used (such as
the ADS 17or AD OP-O7)in dc applications. Amplifiers with higher
offset voltage may cause audible "thumps" in ac applications due
to dc output changes.

The AD711 5 accuracy is specified and tested using only the internal
feedback resistor. Any Gain Error (i.e., mismatch of RFB to the
R-2R ladder) that may exist in the AD71lS D/A converter circuit
results in a constant attenuation error over the whole range. The
AD711S accuracy is specified relative to OdB attenuation, hence
"Gain" trim resistors - Rl and R2 in Figure 4 - can be used to
adjust VOUT = VIN precisely (i.e., OdB attenuation) with input
code OO.OBCD.The accuracy specifications of the AD711S are
not affected in any way by this gain trim procedure. For the
AD71lSK/B/T grades, suitable values for Rl and R2 of Figure
4 are Rl = 200!1, R2 = 82!1.

For additional information on gain error the reader is referred
to Application Note "Gain Temperature Coefficient of CMOS
Multiplying DACs" by Phil Burton available from Analog Devices,
Inc., Publication Number E630-10-6/81.

r:
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0 TO 80dB ATTENUATOR WITH O.ldB RESOLUTION
It is possible to extend the attenuation range beyond 20dB by
using a precision attenuator or programmable gain amplifier in
series with the AD7IIS to provide a fixed amount of the total
attenuation required. Figure 8 shows one possible configuration
where a precision resistor divider string provides tapped outputs
at signal levels OdB, - 20dE, - 40dB and - 60dB below the input
signal level. The switch used, an AD7S9IDI, is a quad SPST switch
with on-chip data latches. The output signal is buffered by an
ADSI7 amplifier before being applied to the input pin, V1N, of
the AD711S. The accuracy and monotonicity range, particularly
when switching from one 20dB segment to another is critically
dependant on the resistor divider tolerances. Other error sources
include leakage currents of the AD7S9IDI switches, signal source
impedance, offset drift of the buffer ADSI7 amplifier and feed-
through. These may be minimized by operating the circuit as close
to + 2SoCas possible and by paying due attention to circuit layout
and shielding.

Vw
,OV

9090

:

~ !
i. S1 A07591 01 i

L_- ~~A1

~ , , :
:A2

9.090
: A3

90.90 l
A
T
C

~ ~H -
:ML__- -

~ ~
; ;

1.010

Wii - INPUT'

'THIS AO7591D1 PIN SHOULD BE TIED LOW
IF THE DATA LATCH FACIU1Y IS NOT REOUIRED.
'SEE TABLE 2.
'coNTROL INPUTS OMITTED FOR CLARITY.
.., AND R2 MAY BE OMITTED IF GAIN ERROR
TRIM IS NOT REQUIRED.

.
Decoder Inputs

I

Attenuation
010 09- --4--- -.-

0 . 0 ! OdBviaSI
0 I 1 -20dB via S2
1 I 0 -40dB via S3

-~ J 1 -- 60dB via S4

8

Table 2. Decoder Truth Table for Figure 8

Note that the data inputs DID-DO of Figure 8 may be driven by
a three digit BCD coded word. The lower two digits and the "I"
line of digit 3 control the AD71IS. The "4" and "2" lines of digit
3 feed D 10 and D9 respectively to control the precision divider.
This arrangement allows the circuit attenuation to be programmed
from OdB to 79.9dB with O.ldB resolution by a corresponding
three digit BCD word.

8
0
E
C
0
0
E
R

2 112 DIGIT

BCO DATA

010' 09'

8
Figure 8. 0 to 80dB Attenuator with O.1dB Resolution

THUMBWHEEL SWITCH ATTENUATOR
Figure 9 shows the AD711S when used as a simple stand-alone
thumbwheel switch attenuator. The BCD coded thumbwheel as-
sembly applies BCD data to the AD71IS data inputs. Resistor
R3 limits current if make before break switches are used. The
facility to mute the output is provided by gates G I to G6 and SPDT
switch SI. A number of alternatives exist for generating the WR
pulse required to load new data into the AD711S, a push-button
switch S2 as shown in Figure 9 being the simplest. Alternatively
the WR input can be driven by a simple oscillator to provide

'7AGND

+5V

R3
2k

+5V

R4
2k

continuous WR pulses. Another option allows automatic loading
of new data whenever any of the thumbwheel switches are moved.
This requires switches which have guaranteed make before break
action. Moving any thumbwheel switch to a new setting will cause
a momentary pulse of current through R3 and produce a voltage
glitch on the switch side ofR3. This voltage glitch can be detected
and stretched to provide a properly timed WR signal for the
AD71IS.

8

8

Figure 9. Thumbwheel Switch Attenuator

t:.
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Figure 10. Typical Supply Current vs. Logic Input Level Figure 11. Frequency Response with AD544 and AD517
Amplifiers
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Figure 12. Typical Output Leakage Current vs. Tempera-
ture
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(SEE FIGURE 4)
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100 1k 10k 100k 1M 10M

FREQUENCY-Hz

Voo = +5V
TA = +25°C
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ATTENUATION - dB/INPUT CODE BCD

Figure 13. Typical Attenuation Error vs. Attenuation/Input
Code
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Figure 14. Typical Distortion vs. Frequency Using AD544
Amplifier
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MECHANICAL INFORMATION
...

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

IS-PIN CERAMIC DIP (SUFFIX D)

~.~I~~~~D]~;,
I 0.91 123.12) I

4 ~
0.89 (22.61)

L
0.17 14.32)

M~ ~
~ 0.17514.451

~~...,
~ 0.02 10.5081 ~
0.045 11.151 0.015 10.381) 0.095 12.42)

0.12 13.05)

0.06 (1.531

--.l..

H=:" ,,-,
~ + 0.00810.203)
I- -I
~
0.294 (7.47)

LEAO NO. 110ENTIFIED BY OOT OR NOTCH
LEAOS WILL 8E EITHER GOLO OR TIN PLATED

IN ACCORDANCE WITH MIL.M.38510 REQUIREMENTS

IS-PIN PLASTIC DIP (SUFFIX N)

(::::::::I~
IV V V 0.91 123.121 \I V V I

10.306 (7.78)I-- ~

L~ R
O'294(7'47)~61

0.1'::x58) ~ ~5)~

J U

0.175 (4.45)T I - 15"0.1213.05) -

--11-- ~ ~ 0.01-2 10.3051 0
0.065 (1.66) 0.02 10.5081 0.105 (2.67) 0.008 10.203)

0.045 (1.15) 0.015 10.381) 0.095 12.42)

LEAD NO.1 IDENTIFIED 8Y DOT OR NOTCH
LEADS ARE SOLDER OR TIN.PLATED KOVAR OR ALLOY 42

IS-PIN CERDIP (SUFFIX Q)

~::::::::~
r 0.950 124.131 MAX

-~ ]0.01510.381) 0.180 14.5721

-1. . 0.140 13.556)

T
U U

T~
E'2513.'75}

--1 I-- --J I-- 0.07011.7781
0.11012.7941 0.02310.5841 0.03010.762}
0.090(2.2861 0.01510.3811

I . M.QQ..!1QJ§Q) .. I
0.330 18.3821

LEAD NO. "DENTIFIED BY DOT OR NOTCH
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